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QUESTION 1

A backing bean for a page must hold its value over multiple requests for the current user. Which three bean scopes are
applicable? (Choose three.) 

A. requestScope 

B. backingBeanScope 

C. viewScope 

D. pageFlowScope 

E. sessionScope 

F. applicationScope 

Correct Answer: CDE 

 

QUESTION 2

Consider a bounded task flow input parameter called employeeld of type oracle jbo.domain.Number. When defining the
parameter in the bounded task flow, if you do not define a value (destination) for the parameter, where does it get
written to? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. #(employeeld) 

B. #{employee.employeeld} 

C. #{pageFlowScope employeeld} 

D. #{pageFlowScope employee employeeld) 

E. #{backingBeanScope employeeld) 

F. #{backingBeanScope employee.employeeld) 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

You create a default entity object based on the Employees table, using the wizard and accepting the default settings.
Which option represents the source file(s) that are typically created for you? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. Employees xml 

B. Employees.xml and EmployeeslmplJava 

C. Employees.xml and Employees.sql 

D. EmployeesDeflmp.java 
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E. EmployeesDeflmpl.xml 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

Which two statements describe the characteristics of a view object? 

A. it represents a row in the specified database table. 

B. it represents an association between two entity objects. 

C. it encapsulates a SQL query and simplifies working with data from a database. 

D. it allows data to be ordered based on an ORDER clause. 

E. it must include every attribute defined in an underlying entity object. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

When creating a bounded task flow that uses ADF Business Components, which two steps do you need to perform to
enable the task flow to manage its own transaction"? (Choose two.) 

A. Define transaction properties at the task-flow level 

B. Include a phaseUstener in a managed bean with methods for commit and rollback 

C. Add the application module commit and rollback operations as buttons or links on the last JSF page of the flow 

D. Define task flow return activities in the flow and associate "End transaction" attribute values with them 

Correct Answer: AD 
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